Report Summary. The rapid advances in computing and networking technologies continue to stimulate formations of distributed teams worldwide. The same advances also provide challenges and opportunities to develop new models of collaboration and collaborative technologies. Examples of generic collaborative 'groupware' technologies such as e-mail, video conferencing, shared access to databases of documents and images, shared white boards, are for most part readily available and well-supported commercially. On the other hand, technologies that would streamline and support distributed electronic design automation and engineering workflows are for the most part proprietary or under development. The advantages of an effective distributed design environment of tools, databases, and data management include the opportunity for a rapid assembly of a project-specific team of specialists who can immediately contribute towards the goals of the project -from almost anywhere, at any time.
Background and Motivation
The rapid advances in computing and networking technologies continue to stimulate formations of distributed teams worldwide. The same advances also provide challenges and opportunities to develop new models of collaboration and collaborative technologies. Examples of generic collaborative 'groupware' technologies such as e-mail, video conferencing, shared access to databases of documents and images, shared white boards, are for most part readily available and well-supported commercially. On the other hand, technologies that would streamline and support distributed electronic design automation and engineering workflows are for the most part proprietary or under development. The advantages of an effective distributed design environment of tools, databases, and data management include the opportunity for a rapid assembly of a project-specific team of specialists who can immediately contribute towards the goals of the project -from almost anywhere, at any time.
The DARPA-funded Vela project, named after constellation that forms the sail of Argo Navis (the Argonauts ship), initially brought together distributed university-based participants from six locations: MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), MSU (Mississippi State Univ.), NCSU (North Carolina State Univ.), Stanford University, UCB (Univ. of California, Berkeley), and UCSC (Univ. of California, Santa Cruz). As conceived initially, the project was to balance two major tasks: a multi-media processor design as a project driver, and a web-based tool set for distributed design and benchmarking as the project infrastructure.
However, the reduction and the staggered schedule of funding reduced the level of project participation to five co-PIs by June of 1999, and three co-PIs by June 2000. With remaining participants, there was increased emphasis on the infrastructure to formalize the collaborative design process itself. With the design-driver no longer an option, emphasis shifted to expanding and testing novel the web-based client/server architectures that can intrinsically support distributed collaborative environments and processes. Additional milestones were added to the project after rebudgeting: a joint paper with MIT, MSU, and NCSU about the demo at DAC'1999, and an expanded demo with MSU participants during DAC'2000.
Deliverables and Accomplishments
The main thrust and the deliverable of this project was to demonstrate how effectively can a distributed team of faculty and student organize their environment to (1) create a prototype design, and (2) conduct a series of distributed experiment to evaluate the performance of a CAD tool or an algorithm.
Originally, there we to be two sets of demos in the University Booth of the Design Automation Conference (DAC): the introductory one in June 1998 and the final one in June 1999. For reasons, explained in the earlier section, the schedule was extended after re-budgeting and subsequently, there were three sets of demos as follows:
Demos at DAC 1998:
The 1998 demos brought together project participants from Stanford U., UC Berkeley, UC Santa Cruz, MSU, MIT and NCSU. This was a 'getting acquainted'demo since a few of participants received funding just a few months before.
Demos at DAC 1999:
The 1999 demos brought together project participants from Stanford U., UC Berkeley, MSU, MIT and NCSU. However, only MSU, MIT and NCSU would reach the level of cordination such that their tools could be integrated into a representative design environment on the Web. Since not all the funding was spent, project was rebudgeted for another demo at DAC 2000 by MSU and NCSU.
Demos at DAC 2000:
The 2000 demos extended and formalized the distributed collaboration environment first demonstrated during DAC'1999.
Accomplishments. Coordinating a collaborative activity among distributed academic participants is no small task. An objective measure to evaluate accomplishments of this project in particular may not be readily available. However, the project did produce:
• a number of peer-reviewed publications (a total of 12 + 16 are itemized in two distinctive categories in the last section of this report);
• a web-based archive of all listed publications, data sets, software prototypes, and demo presentations -to serve as a resource to the design automation community and others (http://www.cbl.ncsu.edu/vela and http://www.cbl.ncsu.edu/OpenProjects/).
Representative Project Demo Examples
The main thrust and the deliverable of this project was to demonstrate how effectively can a distributed team of faculty and student organize their environment to (1) create a prototype design, and (2) conduct a series of distributed experiment to evaluate the performance of a CAD tool or an algorithm. Three sets of demos were organized during this project in the University Booth of the Design Automation Conference (DAC) and presented in June 1998, June 1999, and June 2000. Each year reflects the experience gained from the previous year. Details about each demo, copies of slides, reprints of related publications are provided in the next section. In this section, we reproduce some of the actual presentation material in Figures  1-4 to illustrate the organization and highlights of these demos.
Demos at DAC 1998:
The 1998 demos brought together the project participants a few months after the start of the project. It server tow purposes:
(1) to demonstrate one's team capabilities attained in the past in the context of how they may related to the tasks in the current project, (2) to outline the shared undestanding of the tasks as they are to be performed to meet the goals of 1999 demo. The summary of project objectives and project milestones is shown in Figure 1 . Notably, at this demo, 6 teams participated: UC Berkeley, Stanford U., UC Santa Cruz, Missisippi State U. (MSU), MIT, and NC State U. (NCSU).
Demos at DAC 1999:
The 1999 demos fullfilled some but not all of the objectives of this project. Notably, participants in the design driver part of the project could not participate at the level expected and resigned from the project. However, the work on the web-based tools and infrastructure compensated by not only demonstrating standalone web-based design tool capabilities but also a user-configurable virtual design environment. Specifically, as shown in Figure 2 , participants from MIT, MSU, and NCSU succeeded to create and demonstrate this environment.
In the first phase of the demo, collabtop@mit and javacadd@msu are tested as stand-alone tools residing on servers at MIT nad MSU. The OmniDesk/Flow client at NCSU allows a distributed design team (from MIT, MSU, NCSU) to collaborate by creating a user-configurable virtual design environment. All tools and data now appear to reside in this environment. User can now configure a sequence of design tasks to be executed and negotiate permissions to access/change data that is protected by other designers. Design data owned by a designer at MIT/MSU/NCSU cannot be changed without his/her permission.
Demos at DAC 2000:
The 2000 demos extended and formalized the distributed collaboration environment first demonstrated during DAC'1999. This last phase of the project was easier to coordinate since there were only two participants: MSU and NCSU. Highlights of the demos that took place are shown in Figures 3 and 4 . We extended the user-configurable environment to support multiple sets of design flows and engaged a a faculty member and a team of senior/graduate students in a class project at NCSU to create to representative environments using the OmniFlow client: OpenDesign and OpenExperiment environment. The OpenDesign environment interconnects a number of distributed tools from NCSU and MSU, provides ready R/W access to data directories, also accessible with the web-browser. The OpenExperiment sets up and experimental design test-bed prototype into which users can 'plug' algorithms and data for comparative evaluation, also posted on the Web.
Demos were conducted in real time on two workstations connected to the Internet, accessing servers at MSU and NCSU.
Much more details and full access to 26 publications related to this project are given in the next section.
Final Report to DARPA/ARO: Globally Distributed Microsystems Design: Proof-of-Concept Figure 1 : Introduction to the 'getting acquainted' demos at DAC'1998.
In the first phase of the demo, colabtop@mit and javacadd@msu are tested as stand-alone tools residing on servers at MIT and MSU.
The OmniDesk/Flow client at NCSU allows a distributed design team (from MIT, MSU, NCSU) to collaborate by creating a user-configurable virtual design environment. All tools and data now appear to reside in this environment. User can now configure a sequence of design tasks to be executed and negotiate permissions to access/change data that is protected by other designers. Design data owned by a designer at MIT/MSU/NCSU cannot be changed without his permission. 
Lists of Project-Related Publications
This section compiles comprehensive lists of project-related publications. The collaborative theme of this project also captured interest of participants not funded by the project: these include faculty, graduate and senior-level students at NCSU, as well as faculty members and graduate students from Europe and other locations in USA. Dr. Franc Brglez provided direction to teams of graduate and senior-level students in special topics projectrelated courses at NCSU and organized two sessions at the International Symposium on Circuits and Systems (ISCAS 1999) on the topic of "Changing the Benchmarking Paradigm in CAD and the Role of WWW " with 10 participants publishing and presenting 8 papers in two sessions.
To bring out the diversity of participants and themes in this collaborative project, we list the related publications under three categories:
• Collaborative demos and status reports by project participants;
• Collaborative publications by participants funded by this project.
• Collaborative publications with participants not all funded by this project.
As conceived initially, the project was to balance two major tasks: a multi-media processor design as a project driver, and a web-based tool set for distributed design and benchmarking as the project infrastructure. The momentum of the project was expected to peak in time for the 1999 DAC in June. However, the reduction and the staggered schedule of funding reduced the level of project participation to five co-PIs by June of 1999, and three co-PIs by June 2000. With remaining participants, there was increased emphasis on the infrastructure to formalize the collaborative design process itself. With the design-driver no longer an option, emphasis shifted to expanding and testing novel the web-based client/server architectures that can intrinsically support distributed collaborative environments and processes. Additional milestones were added to the project after rebudgeting: a joint paper with MIT, MSU, and NCSU about the demo at DAC'1999, and an expanded demo with MSU participants during DAC'2000. Notably, the phase of the NCSU project continued beyond the funding completion in August 2000, and culminated in a ground-breaking PhD thesis in December 2000 under the direction of Dr. Franc Brglez. The final experiments in this thesis also re-engaged the collaborative design services from one of the original particpants in this project, Dr. R. B. Reeves from MSU. As most of this project's activity in the past, the submission on this most recent phase of the thesis research has been accepted for publication (at DAC'2001).
To access publications in this report, follow the hyperlinks from http://www.cbl.ncsu.edu/vela/all-publications.html.
Project Status Reports and Demos:
Notably, [1] and [2] were written by reporters in the initial phase of the project (with the information provided by Dr. Franc Brglez). The final project demos are described in [9] and [10] .
